Empowered® DNS/DHCP/IPAM Assessment
DNS, DHCP, and IP Address Management (DDI) are critical services in any effective IT environment. Empowered’s
DDI Assessment is a packaged professional service engagement that provides detailed information to help you
plan for the modernization and hardening of your DNS, DHCP, and IP Address Management systems.
Many enterprises who have not yet modernized their DDI platforms to commercial-grade systems, are now
considering the investment due to heightened security concerns and also scalability challenges presented by
outdated tools.

What to expect from a DDI Assessment:
Empowered’s DDI Assessment is a holistic review of your currently deployed DDI systems of record to understand the following:
> Assess the current-state architecture of the DDI systems of record and understand the type and quality of data
contained in each system
> Review current processes and work instructions that surround move, add, change, and delete operations on
the current DDI systems of record
> Collect a catalogue of systems, both customer and vendor-operated, that interact with the DDI systems of
record
> Assess the potential impacts to systems and associated interactions that may result from any future DDI
modernization activities and identify opportunities for additional optimizations
> Review current policy documents pertaining to DDI functions to understand how those policies may be
accommodated by and integrated into any future DDI modernization activities
> For existing DDI initiatives, review the proposed Bill of Materials and Conceptual Design Document for any DDI
system implementation to ensure alignment with operational requirements
> Prepare and present a report summarizing all findings and recommendations

Our Structured Approach:
We’ve developed a structured methodology that combines technical data acquisition with consultative expertise to
examine your DDI infrastructure and the processes that surround it. Our experts will collect, organize, and analyze
data on your existing DDI tooling and environment. From this basis, we provide strategic guidance on how and
where to optimize and modernize your DDI environment to maximize value to the business.

About Empowered
Empowered Networks® optimizes network monitoring, management, security and compliance for many of the
world’s largest companies. Our team helps select, deploy and operate technologies that make applications,
networks and services more agile, more visible, and more dependable. We drive positive business outcomes that
translate directly to the bottom line.

